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Introduction
This paper inquires into African traditional communities
a view to articulating its fundamental aspects. The paper

with

claims that

a

thorough investigation

into African traditional

communities indicates how the individual members of

a

multi

transform that state through se1f-under
and
the
promotion of their common interests and
standing
ethnic state

objecti.ves.

can

1

To eliminate any

and blur

ambiguities which might becloud meaning
understanding, let us clarify the chief terms of our

title.

1.1.

African

Traditional

Community

As understood in this paper,

a community is homogeneous,
of
us
say between two and eight
villages (let
group
from
a
descent
common
father or founder.
villages) claiming
The homogeneity arises from kinship ties, sameness of lan

that is,

a

guage, customs and laws which define their traditions as han
ded down from generation to generation. In investigating the

community, attention will be given to those factors which
facilitate its continuity and without which the community will
diSintegrate to the detriment of its members. In addition to
underlining its African context, we shall endeavour to reach
the very foundation on which the community stands and
endures notwithstanding the mutations through which it
passes. In this regard, we shall maintain that in as much as
there is a link between the past, present and future, unless
a people is annihilated, elements of their past is contained in
the present, and these elements of the past can be employed
in view of the future.
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1.2.

Multiethnic

The concept of
tribe, nation and

an

States

ethnic group involves such concepts as
Originally, the word tribe was used

race.

for the political divisions

or

patrician orders of the

Roman

of the term underlies its t-echni

State. This

original meaning
meaning as denoting a territorially defined political unit as
opposed to the less acceptable meaning of the term as denot
ing a primary aggregate of peoples living in a primitive or
cal

barbarous condition under
technical

sense,

almost

a

all

headman

or

chief. Taken in its

sedentary tribal societies

are

generally homogeneous in that way we conceived traditional
communities. They have kinship organization and basically
trace their origin to a common ancestor. In addition they
occupy a common territory. In this regard, such relatively
isolated and small societies

as

the Tallensi of Ghana, middle

range centralized states such as the Nupe of Northern Nigeria
and the Zulu of South Africa can be called tribes. Similarly
other tribal societies which lack

a

centralized administration

terms of numerical size have the

proportions of small
examples readily
come to mind: the Somali of Northeastern Africa, the Yoruba
of Southwestern Nigeria, the Hausa of Northern Nigeria and
the Igbo of Southeastern Nigeria. It is clear that ethnicity in
so far as it means race or nation reflects more clearly these
yet in

nations

are

also tribal societies. Here

some

last groups of tribal societies which are small nations. Our
paper, to the extent that it is dealing with multi-ethnic
concerns itself mainly with those African states that
constituted by two or more of these tribal groups that are
small nations. In this regard, multiethnic could be considered
as synonymous
with multinational. However, multiethnic

states,
are

and

by both smaller tribal groups
2
big tribal groups of national dimensions.

2.

Fundamental

states could also be constituted

Aspects

of

the

Community.

In the

community conceived as the primary social or politi
an ethnic group, kinship and territorial consid
erations do not always furnish the strongest arguments for
kee-ping the community together. Kinship ties are as basic and
cal unit of

natural

as our

human nature, that is, the fact that

we are
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born and that we pass away from this life. Thus, one is
constrained to look for other aspects of the community which

playa vital role in keeping the community together. We shall
consider two of these aspects of the community, namely,
common interests and objectives and the identity of the being
or reality of the individual members of the community.
2.1.
If

Common

we

also

viduals who

Interests

and

Objectives

regard the community as a close group of indi
held together by common interests and ob

are

discover

that these common interests and
that they apply with equal force
such
usually
to the group as much as to its individual members. In this
respect, the maintenance of kinship and territorial ties can

jectives,
objectives

even

ty

or

we

are

of the principal aims and objectives of a communi
group. The community can set itself an objective related
be

one

preserving kinship ties, for example, encouraging mar
riage within the community or group. Similarly, a community
might require that development projects should as much as
possible, be sited within their territory.
By defining these common interests and objectives clearly,
the community also draws a line between it and its enemies.
The enemy now is not one who does not belong to a given
community, but one who threatens the common interests and
objectives.
Hence we might consider common interests and objectives
as more fundamental than kinship ties in the actual life of the
community. In dealing with an individual who does not respect
its interests and objectives, the community or group is
prepared to sacrifice kinship considerations.
Although the community is prepared to sacrifice kinship
considerations to uphold its common interests and objectives,
it is clear that common interests and objectives do not by
themselves account for the possibility of people living and
working together as a community. For people can have com
mon interests and objectives without being a community. In
this regard, we can have an association of scientists. They
investigate nature with a view to laying bare its laws so that
these laws could be applied in turn to control nature. Similar
to

ly,
18

we

can

have

an

association of market traders who come
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together
maximize

to minimize the obstacles that stand in their way to
profit. In these two examples, it is true that there

common aims and objectives
(the scientists are held
together because they investigate nature and apply its laws,
the traders are united in looking for ways to maximize profit)

are

,

but each member of the group, if he or she maintains some
bye-laws of the association, has a certain freedom in the
manner

in which he

or

she pursues the

common

aims and

addition, the renown or profit attained by each
individual is personal and does not usually belong to the
association as a group. On the contrary, a community is
closely bound. The community considers it interests and

objectives.

In

overriding and the achievement of individual
community belong as much to the community as
to the Indivtdual ," Hence, there must be another aspect of
living and working together in a community which is more
fundamental than the common interests and objectives. This
second and more fundamental aspect is the identity of the
being of individuals.

objectives

as

members of the

2.2.

Identity of

t�e

Being

of

Individuals

concept of identity in our context,
ontological considerations. The first
to
is
conceive
the
whole of reality as the totality of all
step
that exist and their ultimate source of support. In this
regard, the whole of reality must always exist and its contra
diction is nothingness which is an impossibility, for it cannot
be conceived that the whole of reality can cease to be.
Similarly, the ultimate source or support of all that exists,
must always exist. Secondly, we shall conceive the whole of
reality as complex; reality as a whole manifests itself in
various levels of complexity. Hence, there is a difference in
degree of complexity of the real between a stone and vegeta
ble just as there is a difference between a brute that feels
and a human being who feels and thinks.
Our third step is that Y and Z, two individuals, are identi
cal only in so far as they belong to the same level of com
plexity of the real, and SC" they can be put in the same group.
In order to grasp the

one

must make certain

I

In this case, we can say that Y is human and Z is human. In
so far as both Y and Z are human, they are identical, but in
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there still exists different

complexities of the real
different. For, consid
a difference between lead and
diamond just as there is a difference between a person who is
said to be malicious and another who is said to have good
faith. Hence Y and Z are not absolutely identical, but
relatively identical in the sense that both Y and Z belong to
the same level of complexity peculiar to all things which are
said to be human and dependent on the same ultimate source.
which
Finally, we shall maintain that all things, A, B C
are identical with Y and Z are identical with one another in so
far as all are human and depend on one ultimate source.
We are now in a good position to make two conclusions con
cerning the conditions for the existence of a community.
First, the individuals who make up the community must
possess an identical complexity of the real on account of which
they are said to be human. This is the necessary condition for
the existence of the community and shows why the community

as

much

as

within the same group,
ering the stone, there is
even

they

are

,

,

...

,

to sacrifice

kinship considerations to uphold its
objectives. Secondly, since the individ
uals in a group which is said to be human are distinct, they
have different desires and aspirations or pursue the same
interests in different ways. Consequently, in addition to
possessing an identical complexity of the real, the individuals
in a community must have common interests and objectives.
Common interests and objectives are the sufficient conditions
for the existence of the community. This explains why the
enemy is the one who violates the community's interests and
objectives while the "foreigner", one considered as coming
from another community or group, could be the community's
member or friend because he or she favours or propagates the
community's interests and objectives.
is

prepared

common

3.

interests and

Authority

in

the

Community

Of great importance in the constitution of the community is
the question of authority or the legal power or right derived
from office. The problem that calls for attention is the origin
of this power. For, if the source of the power is not grasped
both by those who rule and those who are ruled, different
types of abuses occur. Those who rule can consider them-
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selves the very source of the power they have. Thus they can
rule as dictators or tyrants. Or the rulers may think that the
source of their power is the totality of the individuals who
make up the community. Hence, in their effort to placate or
satisfy everyone, they preside over a weak and complaining
community to say the least. If the people think that power in
the community originates from them, one could use this as a
pretext to undermine the honest initiatives which are made by

the rulers.

3.1.

The

Origin of Authority

origin of authority cannot be the office which gives one
the right to rule. The office is a function created by the
community to maintain its interests and objectives. Nor is the
individual who rules the origin of authority, for he or she
exercises power only in so far as he or she is designated by
the community to preside over the reauzataon of its interests
and objectives. The very origin of authority must be sought
in the concept of ultimate reality.
Reality in its complexity has a pole of ultimacy (which is
also the pole of unity) as related to the pole of plurality or
multiplicity. This ultimate pole is the origin of all that is real
and remains ultimate notwithstanding the variations and
changes on the pole of plurality. The ultimate pole of reality
as a whole is such that in itself it possesses all the complexi
ties of the real present in every level of reality and in all
particular things. As a result it is the pole of ultimate mean
ing in as much as it is the ontological ground of all being. In
so far as the ultimate reality governs all being and existence,
4
it is the origin of all law and authority.
Consequently, a
proper grasp of the significance of the ultimate origin of law
and authority casts light on the nature and meaning of law
5
and authority as it operates on the various level of reality.
The

3.2.

Authority

as

Accountability

In community setting, government may be in the hands of
individual or a group of individuals. Thus a community
could be ruled by a king, chief or headman (oba, emir, eze)
an

or

by village

or

town elders. We now want to examine the
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in relation to the ultimate

reality and the

community.
The first characteristic of the ruler is consciousness of his

humanity and the humanity of the ruled. This first
ability to grasp the ulti
mate origin of that humanity and the power immediately co
nferred on him or her by the community to rule. Secondly,
the ruler realizes that both himself/herself and each and
every member of the community are distinct and each pos
From this double
sesses
different individual qualities.
or

her

characteristic arises from the ruler's

characteristic of the ruler arises the ruler's twofold

re

sponsibility.
First, the ruler, in
personal qualities

so

far

as

he

or

she is

aware

of his

or

possibilities, strives to work them
out to the full.. Secondly, the ruler presides over the common
interests and objectives of the community. In as much as pre
siding over the common interests and objectives of the com
munity involves the contribution of each member of the co
mmunity, the ruler also presides over each member's effort to
promote the common interests and objectives.
Hence the responsible ruler is one who, aware of the ulti
mate origin of his or her being and that of every member of
the community and convinced that both himself or herself and
the ruled belong to a certain complication of the real on
account of which they are said to be human, strives not only
to work out his or her qualities or possibilities to the full, but
also ensures that every member of the community is con
tributing to the growth of the community's interests and ob
jectives by working out their individual qualities or possibil
her

or

ities to the full.

4.

Continuity

in

the

Community

The community is not static but dynamic; the community is
living and can grow larger or bigger, stronger or weaker.
Thus there is need to maintain the life of the community and
assure its continuity and proper growth. For this reason, the
community seeks for the means not only to preserve itself but
also to ensure its fuller growth. We shall now consider the
main means for ensuring continuity in the community.
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4.1.

Education

and

Training

The first important means of assuring that the aims and
aspirations of the community are grasped and carried forward
is by education and training. By education is meant the
process by which the individual is made to attain a certain
self-understanding and an understanding of the aims and
aspirations or interests and objectives of the community.
Education is aimed at developing the individual in an integral
or

holistic

manner

within the context of the values of the

community. TrainL�g is geared towards the sharpening of
acquisition of
those skills which must playa role in individual development
and the promotion of the interests and objectives of the
community. Both educational and training processes must go
beyond the living customs and traditions of the community to
be based on the identity of the individual members of the
community in so far as they share a common humanity which
is founded in an ultimate source. Moreover those topics and

individual talents and characteristics and the

skills which

will

furnish the materials for education and

training must also go beyond the interests and objectives of
the community to be based on a proper grasp of those laws
which govern reality in its various levels of complexity or
intensity. Hence a human being cannot be treated like a
brute, in the same vein the real differences between a brute
and

a

4.2.

machine

can

be

Community

grasped.
at

Work

rrhat the community is not static means that the various
and objectives of the community are not only

interests

watched and constantly considered anew but also kept alive
by being maintained and diversified according to growing
needs. This means work and division of labour. This division
of labour runs the entire length and breadth of the communi

ty; it touches the ruling body and the individuals who must
in different ways contribute to the maintenance and promotion
of the interests and objectives of the community.
Work has theoretical and actual aspects. In its theoretical
aspect, it involves a sustained effort at determining those
laws which make reality what it is. This may be done by re23
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the laws that govern reality as is given to human
or by concrete investigation of the real to deter

mine these laws.

On the actual level,

these laws must be

concretely applied to solve human immediate needs.
In another respect, work has positive and preventive
aspects. In a positive sense, work is geared towards the
maintenance and promotion of the interests and objectives of
the community. In this connection, work can be routine and
can break novel grounds. In its preventive sense, work seeks
to remove those things that endanger the life of the communi
ty or the community's interests and objectives. In this
respect, readiness for war is part of work.
War is founded on the numerical distinction among individ
ual humans; the fact that over and above their identity as
human beings each individual person has particular charac

teristics. Just

as

individuals have their

own

characteristics,

group of individuals united both by their identity as humans
and their peculiar interests and objectives can differ from an

a

other group of individuals who are also united by their identi
ty as humans and certain interests and objectives. Thus, war
is possible on account of differences in interests and objec
tives but not inevitable, for all men and women are identical
so far as they belong to a given level of the real on account
of which they are said to be human. Thus, the community will
by its very existence be persuaded of the need to prepare
itself in case there arises the need to defend its interests and

in

objectives.
4.3.

The

Community

at

Festivals

and

Cele

brations
The administrative organ of the community is aware not
in the community, but also of
the need to feast and celebrate. Feasts and celebrations are

only of the importance of work

organized around the major points touching the history of the
community or its achievements, whether these achievements
are ascribed to the community as such or to individuals. For
when individual achievement reaches the highest level it
becomes communitarian. Feasts and celebrations are moments
joy and reflection; joy, because humans are taking a

of

memorial

24
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the glories of the past
fills
the
and
community with joy
present
and satisfaction. Feasts and celebrations are also moments of
reflection; the memorial of the glories of the past is an
invitation to maintain the spirit that made the past glorious.
In this way also can the good of the community in the future
be assured. Reflection is vital in another sense: the past may
not have always been glorious for a community; hence,
certain celebrations can point to a past failure on the part of
the community and the need to guard against such incidents

community.
come

In this memorial sense,

to life in the

in the future.

importance in giving a sense of
community's aims and aspirations is the
articulation of the ultimately real and hence the acquisition of
the sense of the numinous and its celebration in keeping with
human life and experience. For, if humans lose this sense of
the ultimate reality and source of all that is real and, conse
quently lack the spirit of worship and reverence, the very
foundation is removed from the existence of the community
and a disorientation is introduced into the community inter
ests and objectives.
However,

direction

of

central

to the

I

5.

The

Community

and

State

The community, as we have so far considered it, is a
primary social and political unit. It is homogenous from the
point of view of its origin, customs and traditions. Where a
community is a primary political unit of a larger ethnic group
all that has so far been said about the community applies with
equal force to the ethnic group. If the community is a primary
political unit of a multiethnic state, which is heterogeneous
from the point of view of the origin, customs and traditions of
its many ethnic groups, do the conditions for the existence of
the community also apply to the state?

5.1.

Multiethnic States and the
of the Community

Conditions

GOing with the state is the concept of a constitution or a
body of laws which found the state and which must be
enforced for the state to realize its immediate needs and attain
25
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long term aims and objectives. On account of its heteroge
neity, the elements common to individuals in a multiethnic

its

state and

sought.

on

which the state

can

stand and grow must be
on which the

It is our contention that the conditions

multi-ethnic state must be founded

are

the

same as

the condi

tions for the existence of the community considered as a
primary political unit. First, the multiethnic state can be
viewed from the
members in

as

standpoint of the identity of the individual
as they belong to a given level. of complexi
account of which they are said to be humans.

far

tyof the real on
Secondly the individual members of the state can be made to
come to accept the interests and objectives, aims and aspira
f

tions of the state as common to all. Nevertheless, it could still
be asked whether the other elements involved in the life of the

community
5.2.

can

be

applicable in multiethnic States.

Organization

of

ethnic
It

seems

appropriate

the

life

of

Multi

States.

to maintain that since the

community

and multiethnic states exist on the same fundamental condi
tions, other elements of the life of the community and multi
ethnic states will be more or less the same. However, in so far
as the community is homogeneous, and multiethnic states

heterogeneous, any difference between the life of both will
not be fundamental, but organizational. Hence, on account of
its heterogeneity, more thought and skill will go into the
operation of the machinery of a multiethnic state. For exam
ple, questions relating to the interests and objectives of the
state must be

seen as

connected with the territorial claims,

history and culture of the state and must be elaborated in the
background of these by experts in the relevant disciplines
such

as

economics.

Education and training in the state should aim at the well
being of the state and the individual. For the individual who
reaches proper self-understanding
(which implies the
understanding of other members of the state as sharing in the
same

humanity) will be better placed to contribute to the good
Only a well programmed educational and training

of the state.

process can enable the individual. understand the various
cultures in the state, grasp the importance of the state's
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objectives and strive to promote them through
dedicated work. Incentives should be given to encourage such
dedicated work. Furthermore, since feasts and celebrations

interests and

history and culture of the state, one is more
disposed not only to participate in them, but also to cherish
them, if one is properly introduced to them.
Summarily stated, at the basis of the state lies two funda
mental principles. (1) The individual members of the state in
so far as they belong to a given complexity of reality on
account of which they are all said to be human are identical
and each strives to attain self-understanding and fulfillment.
(2) These individual members of the state accept given
interests and objectives which are therefore said to be
common, and which flow from the history and culture(s) of
arise from the

the state.

These two prtnciples will. determine the other two principles
principle of organization and principle

which shall be called
of conservation and

growth respectively. (3) Principle of
state
is organized in such a manner that it
The
Organization:
will be possible to take decision relating to the interests and
of the state in the background of the consent of
objectives
6
all.
(4) Principle of Conservation and Growth: The state
strives to conserve itself and to grow; consequently, it seeks
to educate and train its citizens such that the interests and

objectives of the state (which do touch on the hopes and
aspirations of the individual) are maintained and promoted
through work, feasts and celebrations.
6.

Conclusion
The state

as

has been considered in the

foregoing pages is

not isolated and closed up but is bounded by other groupings
of individuals who claim the right to exist as sovereign states.

States

are

as individuals in a given
identity of individuals in so far
given complexity of reality on account of

related to

one

another

state are to one another. The

they belong to a
they are said to be human holds for all the individual
members of all the states, (Hence, in principle, a world
government is possible.) However, cultural differences w.ill
influence the formulation of the interests and objectives of
each state. As a result, the interests and objectives of one
as

which
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against that of the

other.

Nevertheless, the identity of individual members in all the
so far as they are said to be human paves the way
for dialogue between states. As a result, through cultural
and other exchanges, states can reach a meaningful under

states in

hopes and aspirations, interests and objec
For, although differences in the
interests and objectives of states can precipitate a violent
confrontation between states, nevertheless, a deeper drive
within humans, their identity in so far as they are human,
dictates that while violent confrontation is possible between
states, it can be avoided.

standing of

tives

of

the

one

another.
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5. Hence, we can say that particular things on the pole of plurality elpress the
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all the characteristics lanifested in particular things. In this connection,

particular things cannot be properly regarded as the origin of power or authority.
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6. This principle is based on the nature of reali ty as a whole which laintains
itself through the various operations of the individuals in the different levels of
the real. In so far as particular things on the pol� of lultiplicity, lanifest the
pOler of the ultilate reality, they contribute in laintaining the whole of reality.
This is the ground of a referendul through which people are consul ted in lajor
decisions. SilUarly, it is the reason for plebisci tes. For in as luch as all
particular things contribute to the laintenance of reality as a whole, in certain
cases, this power' can be elercised by delegation, that is through elected

representatives.
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